Good morning,

I want to say thank you to everyone for mobilizing so quickly this past week. Working remotely will present some challenges, but I know that we will persevere and keep our Clarion moving.

While we have no known or suspected cases of coronavirus in our area, we need to remain vigilant. We are following Pennsylvania Department of Health protocol, as well as guidance from the Pennsylvania Governor’s Office and our own State System. Our coronavirus webpage is updated regularly and includes health department guidance on what to do if you or a family member is not feeling well. If you feel that you or a loved one has had possible exposure to coronavirus (COVID-19), you can find some helpful information here.

Even though most students and employees are connected remotely, you should still follow good social distancing strategies. We will continue to keep you updated on a regular basis, and immediately if our situation changes. Keep posting questions on the website, check for updates, stay connected and stay healthy!

Dr. Dale